FREEDOM TO
Explore | Create | Innovate | Choose | Succeed

TmaxSoft gives your enterprise the
freedom to succeed like never before
Imagine making technology choices without making
compromises. Imagine if breaking free from the
status quo was the status quo. Imagine reducing
the risk of change and working with a collaborative
software provider that delivers greater cost savings
and a better customer experience. It’s all possible
with TmaxSoft.

TmaxSoft is a global software innovator that gives
you the freedom to take control of your technology,
so you can actively and effectively support business
initiatives. We provide better data management
technology for your critical IT assets so you can
compete stronger, innovate faster and shift budgets
toward strategic initiatives that add value—instead
of operational maintenance.

It’s all about innovation. It’s exciting coming to work every day
for a company that doesn’t set limits and sets the bar higher.
Kelly Kim | Assistant Manager, Global Planning Team

A global software innovator focused on cloud, infrastructure and legacy
modernization, we offer a complete stack of software solutions that help you
efficiently manage and fully leverage your critical data, including:

Mainframe
rehosting

Database
modernization

Flexible
middleware
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OPENFRAME

Lift, shift and save with OpenFrame
GE Capital improved agility and reduced
annual maintenance costs by 66%

One of my systems analysts was
attempting to help one of our users
with a data problem. He searched high
and low, driving himself crazy trying to
find it. After a number of screen shares
and troubleshooting steps, he realized
that while he thought he was on the
mainframe looking for this data, he was
actually on the newly re-platformed
Unix environment. In other words,
even my most senior guys, the guys
who designed and built the original
setup, couldn’t tell the difference
between that and OpenFrame!

Marc Rubel
Executive Director of
Application Development
GE Capital

Modernizing your mainframe and moving to the cloud is essential
in today’s data-driven world. As your competitors switch to new
technologies, your old system will become a liability. Important data
locked in your mainframe may give your big data analytics tools
misleading or erroneous results. Plus, older systems are expensive,
lack mobile support and don’t let you rapidly deploy, scale up and
down, or align costs to specific big data application needs.
OpenFrame is a complete mainframe rehosting solution that lets you
take (lift) your existing mainframe assets and move (shift) them to the
cloud, quickly and with minimal risk. This helps your business save
on costly mainframe contracts and more effectively leverage critical
data, while gaining a more flexible and transparent environment.
TmaxSoft’s JEUS and Web2B are the middleware solutions that
enable OpenFrame’s three-tiered, cloud-ready architecture.
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TIBERO

Freedom to pay for what you use with Tibero 6
KEPCO, The Korea Electric Power
Corporation, chose Tibero over Oracle
and experienced a cost savings of 60%
fonePaisa, a digital payments aggregator in India,
received a secure, scalable, cost-effective database
technology foundation for rapid growth

Most database administrators and developers only use a fraction
of a database’s feature set, while paying for features they’re not
using. And when Oracle requires migration to SE2, it will come
with a significant increase in cost and complexity.
Tibero 6 is a high-performance, highly secure, highly scalable
relational database management system (RDBMS) for enterprises
that want to fully leverage their mission critical data. Tibero
maximizes your on-premise software defined data center (SDDC)
investment by embracing a simple licensing model similar to
software as a service (SaaS) subscription pricing. You only pay
for the cores you use, with advanced processing, management
and security features bundled in, and you can reallocate savings
toward innovation.

We chose TmaxSoft for Tibero’s
technical strengths, as well as their
support capabilities. We’re running
a Virtual Data Center, and Tibero
is certified for VMware. Flexible
licensing allows us to pay for only
what we use, rather than Oracle’s soft
partition model of licensing 100%
of the cores. This will deliver real
savings in CapEx and OpEX, as well
as drastically lower our TCO.

Siddarth Dudheria
Product Manager
fonePaisa

Plus, with its multi-thread architecture you can run highperformance applications, build a robust DevOps environment,
experience substantial technical benefits and reduce disaster
recovery costs for tier 2 and 3 applications.
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Freedom to do more for you
TmaxSoft was founded on the principle that there is always
a better way. Nothing will stop us from creating better
solutions that improve your business in ways that other
companies can’t. Or won’t.

Others see innovation from the
top down. We look from the bottom
up, to build a better structure and
a better environment.

With our remarkable technology, fresh perspective,
collaborative spirit, and unusual clarity and transparency,
you’ll finally have the choice you deserve. Along with freedom
from status quo technology, more opportunities and faster
ways to innovate, reduced risk of change, greater cost savings,
and a better customer experience.

Founder
TmaxSoft

Dr. Daeyeon Park

To give your enterprise the freedom to do more, with better
technology and greater value, visit tmaxsoft.com.

Freedom, by the numbers
Over the past two decades, TmaxSoft has developed a complete stack of software products that upend
the status quo. Founded in 1997, we are headquartered in Chicago, Illinois and stronger than ever, with:

Clients

A global presence in
20 countries, from
Australia to the U.S.

18
subsidiaries

2,000+ customers
worldwide, including
many Fortune 500
organizations

1,000+
employees

110+ global
partners

Global headquarters
in Chicago, Illinois

Partners
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GLOBAL HQ
TmaxSoft, Inc.

Korea Group HQ and R&D Centre

230 W. Monroe St., Ste. 1950
Chicago, Illinois 60606

TmaxTower 45, Jeongjail-ro,
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi-do, Korea 13613

TEL : +1.312.525.8330
Email : info@tmaxsoft.com
tmaxsoft.com

TEL : +82.31.8018.1000

For all office locations, visit www.tmaxsoft.com/about/locations
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